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Cambridge Cycling Campaign

Co-ordinator’s comment

Co-ordinator’s comment
Cycling Demonstration Town
progress

If you like what you see in this newsletter,
add your voice to those of our 1000
members by joining the Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household.
For this, you get six newsletters a year,
discounts at a large number of bike shops,
and you will be supporting our work.
Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership.
Please get in touch if you want to hear more.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up
in 1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists.
We are not a cycling club, but an
organisation for lobbying and campaigning
for the rights of cyclists, and for promoting
cycling in and around Cambridge.

In July, three of us attended a meeting of
the southern Cycling Demonstration Towns
(CDTs). Cambridge is one of these towns,
as many members will be aware, and a
few meetings of groups of the towns are
held each year to help share information.
We were offered half an hour to set out
our views on the schemes being worked on
and issues relating to partnership working.
It was interesting to hear of some of
the difficulties that many other places
have been grappling with. It is clear that
in some areas the local campaign groups
have not been getting on so well with the
relevant council running the programme.
While Cambridgeshire is not perfect,
the fact is that there are a good number
of schemes, such as the roadspace
reallocation being proposed for Hills Road
Bridge (see Newsletter 83), which clearly
demonstrate the correct direction that
should be taken and allow us to give
our strong support.

Don’t forget our meetings, open to all,
are on the first Tuesday of each month,
7.30 for 8.00pm at the Friends’ Meeting
House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.
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The southern CDT meeting was also an
excellent opportunity to see the variety
of approaches being taken on issues
like publicity and marketing: for example,
the work that Aylesbury has been doing.
Overall, the day was a very positive
experience. Arguably the most controversial
topic was a question from one delegate
on why Cycling England are paying for
data collection for their proposed online
Journey Planner when an established one
in Cambridge (CycleStreets UK, by
ourselves) already exists!

What have the Transport
Commissioners concluded
about congestion charging?

Events Officer – Sally Butterfield

Contacting the Campaign

I would like to think that one of
Cambridge Cycling Campaign’s successes
over the years has been its important
contribution to changing mindsets within
the County (and City) Council, that enables
them to try bolder schemes. Of course, we
would like them to go further still, and
would like the bad things still happening
to be stopped.

Philip Darnton, who is the Chair of Cycling
England, has sent a note of thanks for
our involvement in the meeting in July.
We look forward to continuing our good
relationship with Cycling England, and the
excellent work they are doing.

Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith

Officers without portfolio – Chris Dorling,
Vanessa Kelly, Phil Lee, Simon Nuttall, Paul
Robison, James Woodburn and one vacancy

have the luxury of putting forward schemes
which propose real roadspace allocation,
because those debates end up preceding
them. As a result, one can understand the
reluctance of campaign groups in those
areas to complain about new shared-use
provision rather than genuine priority on
the roads.

Cambridgeshire County Council is
proposing a good number of cycle
schemes, such as the roadspace
reallocation for Hills Road Bridge
which may take place after the current
construction works are finished.
It occurred to me that many of the
problems in the other areas may be
down to the fact that they have not yet
reached a point where cycling is part of
the normal culture. They still have to get
past all the tired debates such as the silly
notion that cyclists are freeloaders or all
just law-breakers. They may not always

The Cambridgeshire Transport Commission,
a body set up to examine the County
Council’s proposals for congestion charging
plus up-front investment of £500m, has
now concluded its extensive series of public
meetings. Having sat through many of
them, it is clear that there is a wide variety
of views on congestion charging, rather
than the simplistic firm opposition of the
sort which the local newspapers would like
to suggest exists.
The Commission’s report was published
just as this newsletter went to press and
you can find a brief summary of some of
the report’s findings, particularly in regards
to cycling, on the following page.
Martin Lucas-Smith, Co-ordinator

Local news
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New Bikeability Project Officer in town
As I have been in post since June and been busy settling into my
new role, I thought it was time I introduced myself. My name is
Simon Haydn and I’ve been in Cambridge just over 2 years now,
although I was born in Bedford and grew up in Bury St Edmunds.
My main responsibility will be the monitoring and promotion of
cycle training to both adults and children, but I’m also keen to
help remove the common barriers to cycling. I’m well travelled
and have been a daily cyclist for most of my life, experiencing
cycling to school in Germany and to work in Norway, but I also
drive. This broad experience helps me to see the argument from
both sides and I always treat people fairly.

Simon Haydn, inset, and, far right, on a Kirk bike.
You can contact Simon at Simon.Haydn@cambridgeshire.gov.uk,
call 07920 507161 or write to him at Major Transport Infrastructure
Delivery, Cambridgeshire County Council, CC1211, Castle Court,
Cambridge, CB3 0AP.

My claim to fame is that I run a tribute website dedicated to
magnesium die-cast Kirk bicycles, through which Frank Kirk contacted
me (and he actually bought one of his own designs back). They were
quite controversial at the time, despite the revolutionary way they
were built, and became a true Marmite bike – you either loved or
hated them.
Those of you that have met me already, will know that I’m full of
ideas and enthusiasm to promote cycling, but I’m also here to listen
and build a useful network of contacts, so feel free to get in touch.
Simon Haydn, Bikeability Project Officer

STOP PRESS Transport Commission says ‘go ahead’
The Commission appointed by the County Council to
review the proposed £500 million up-front investment in
Cambridge’s transport system, including the controversial
congestion charge, has reported broadly in favour of the
scheme (www.cambstransportcommission.co.uk). We think
this is extremely good news.
The report’s executive summary singled out cycling as an area
for improvement. They also paid particular attention to getting
the transport improvement message much more widely known,
a key point in our submission to them. They recognised that
there had been widespread lack of knowledge of anything
other than the congestion charge proposal and a great deal of
misinformation about that.
There’s still a long way to go yet though. The commissioners
recognise that the government may withdraw the money
because of its debt crisis. Councillors may not accept the
Commission’s findings – especially as some councillors stood on
a platform of opposition to the scheme in the recent elections.
The commissioners were especially enthusiastic about cycling.
They said (in sections 3.60-3.65; the emphasis is theirs):
‘Cambridge is the bicycle capital of Britain... Whereas buses
are not an “aspirational” form of transport for the better off,
bicycles are to a significant degree used by the successful
and higher-earning… We received convincing evidence …
that suggested cycling use could increase further … there
should be no assumed maximum for cycling as a proportion
of all travel [as the County had suggested, at 40%].

The TIF bid promises extensive improvements for cyclists.
New dedicated lanes and improvements to shared roads
are a key element of the TIF objectives … which would almost
certainly be the biggest-ever programme of its kind in the UK.’

‘We received convincing
evidence... that suggested cycling
use could increase further...’
They continued: ‘The Commission strongly supports this use
of the TIF bid. Indeed, we would equally strongly support
additional cycling measures whether or not the bid is
accepted and funded. Cycling is an important element in
Cambridge’s civic physiology.’
On the congestion charge, the Commission broadly supported
the County Council’s approach of transport improvements
first (including as a prerequisite the A14 ‘improvements’ and a
station at Chesterton) and put back any possible start date to
charging to beyond 2017 recognising that the recession has
delayed the expected massive development of 73,000 new
houses and 30,000 new jobs in the area. However, they
also said that perhaps a charge might not be needed at all.
Would all carrot and no stick work?
David Earl
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Gilbert Road

Gilbert Road – a radical proposal

Base map from OpenStreetMap licensed CC by SA

Here’s a radical proposal for
cycling on Gilbert Road. This
street in north Cambridge is
a fairly busy through route
connecting Milton Road near
Mitcham’s Corner to Histon Road.
We would really like to see some
hybrid lanes here – wide lanes with
a separation from traffic – to replace
the useless advisory lanes there now. But it
really isn’t wide enough. By laser measure it is
about 9.4 metres kerb to kerb along most of its
length. So without some lateral thinking the best
that’s likely to happen is ‘absolute minimum’ width
1.5 m mandatory lanes down each side. Under the banner
of a Demonstration Town project, that’s less than revolutionary
and not very satisfactory.
Another constraint is the trees. While there is scope for a little
local widening,especially near the junctions, the rest of the road
is lined with trees, which no one is likely to be enthusiastic about
losing. There’s also a steep camber which makes doing anything
near the kerb complicated.
So...

Let’s put bikes down the middle
OK, your mind immediately fills with all the reasons why it can’t
be done. But bear with me for a while.
What I have in mind is two 2.9 m or 3 m traffic lanes on either
side and 3-and-a-bit metres of flat cycle track between them
separated by a fairly shallow kerb up onto the cycleway.
To discourage cars using the cycleway to overtake there would
need to be posts or other obstacles at strategic intervals.
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Q&A
How would I turn right in my car out of my driveway?
You drive across the cycleway, giving way to each stream
of traffic in turn (including the cycleway). The kerbs of
the cycleway would be angled opposite driveways (which
would also allows bikes on and off).
Won’t it mean loss of on-street car parking?
Yes. But so would mandatory cycle lanes or indeed any
other scheme to give space to cycles other than an
appalling footway conversion to shared use. If this bullet
cannot be bitten, we cannot make progress on Gilbert
Road at all. Only a couple of houses don’t have driveways.
What about emergency vehicles?
Either they drive on the cycleway or cars hop up onto
the cycleway to give way. Obviously it has to be made
very clear which. The point is though that they have a
way through.
What about deliveries?

Current link with Mitcham’s Corner and proposed-cross section.
The reason for doing it this way is that the whole is much greater
than the sum of the parts. A two-way 3+ m cycleway is wide;
a 1.5 m lane is narrow (and can’t be segregated by a kerb as
overtaking would then be impossible).
There is a secondary advantage in this particular location. If the
cycleway continued through the Milton Road junction the short
distance to Mitcham’s Corner, then it would end in just the
right place to join the central crossing of the Corner. This would
however need a short stretch of bus lane to be given up. Even
if so radical a scheme were accepted, that may be a step too far
(though the bus lane is often double parked with cars now).

Junctions
Gilbert Road has traffic lights at both ends and at Carlton Way in
the middle. There is also a minor, slightly offset crossroads at the
entrance to Chesterton Community College and two other minor
side roads with T junctions.
The traffic signals are quite easily dealt with by phases which
include the cycleway almost as if it were a separate arm of the
junction. But note that turning left onto the cycleway doesn’t need
a separate phase – it’s the same as going straight on to start with.
At the side roads the central position of the cycleway would make
it much easier to give priority to cycles than it would if they were
positioned on the edges. The road can be widened slightly at each
junction and put on a raised table so the road rises rather than the
cycleway dipping. The main road gives way to the side road so it
works a bit like a mini roundabout. The staggered junction is just
two of these joined together. See diagram on opposite page.
Yes, it’s a radical solution, but it allows for much more space for
bikes in the limited space available.
David Earl
Cambridge Cycling Campaign feels that innovative ideas are
needed. What do you think of this one? Editor

There would need to be occasional delivery bays in
convenient spaces; the driveways also provide space for
a delivery vehicle to pull off the road in most cases and
removal vans can back into driveways.
Won’t it be expensive?
Yes. But any solution that isn’t just more of the same
old inadequate cycle lanes that frustrate the experienced
cyclist without giving more timid cyclists the protection they
demand is likely to cost a lot. Quality is the watchword of
the Cycle Cambridge project.
Can it be trialled?
I think so. Though the traffic lights have to be properly
dealt with, the cycleway could be delineated with railway
sleepers or similar and the existing surface used to give
it a go.
What about bus stops?
No change. Traffic has to wait behind buses, but that’s
safer and adds to the sense of slower traffic caused by the
narrower lanes and junction give-ways.
Won’t it mean cyclists crossing the road more?
Not really. Most people will get on at the ends helped by
the traffic lights which will feel just like any other junction
– better if the phasing is right. For those joining part way,
yes, you need to cross, but only a 3 m lane, not the 9 m
of two way traffic if lanes were at the edge and which you
would have to cross anyway on either the way out or back.
Could children use it?
As a segregated facility, you won’t get anything better that
is not completely away from a road. Because it is in the
centre with priority, it is much better than a pavement
cycleway because it does not cross side roads which is where
the danger is (as well as being a much higher quality facility).
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The police and the law

The police and the law
Base map from OpenStreetMap licensed CC by SA

Some police officers don’t understand the city centre cycling rules, shown on our City Centre Cycling Map (www.camcycle.org.uk/
resources/citycentre) and ignore vehicles which block the mandatory cycle lane outside the University Arms hotel (right).
where they were going the ‘wrong’ way
as they aren’t allowed to pass the No Entry
signs at Market Hill.)

The police were too busy
catching shoplifters to
do anything about cycle
lane infringements
Bus drivers and taxi drivers unsurprisingly
pick up on the police lead and also
berate cyclists for cycling the ‘wrong’
way in St Andrew’s Street. This is despite
the cycle lanes leading into and out of
the street southbound, and a sign
warning of oncoming cyclists near the
Grand Arcade entrance.

Cycling is allowed in Sidney Street between
Market Street and St Andrews Street
despite what some police seem to think.
Yet again we have received a report in the
last month of a police officer stopping a
cyclist in Sidney Street near Lloyds Bank
for ‘cycling the wrong way in a one-way
street’. Despite distributing our city centre
map to the police it still seems that some
officers don’t understand the rules they
are responsible for enforcing. On this
occasion, we are told, the officer refused
to believe the street is two-way for cyclists
even when the signs were pointed out to
them. (Strictly speaking, it is two-way for
all traffic, though it would be a perverse
driver who got themselves in a position
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This is not the only occasion recently when
the police have seemed not to understand
their responsibilities. I had occasion to
report three vehicles blocking the short
length of mandatory cycle lane outside
the University Arms hotel to the police.
Both the desk officer at Parkside and the
officer who called me later that evening to
say they were too busy catching shoplifters
to do anything about my complaint
insisted that this was not, in any case,
their responsibility. Parking, they said, is
enforced by the Council. So it is – but not,
alas, in mandatory cycle lanes, because the
rules to allow civil enforcement of cycle
lanes have not been enacted.
At the time of writing, a month on, I am
still waiting for a substantive reply from the

police after I complained about this.
It is no wonder that so many drivers,
especially taxi drivers who know that the
local authority attendants won’t touch
them in cycle lanes, use them for parking.
That bête noire of cycle lanes, the
contraflow lane – or builders’ parking lane
we should perhaps call it – in Bateman
Street is another exasperating case. Here,
even when police have been on the street
they usually refuse point blank to enforce
the lane (which, if blocked, forces cyclists
themselves to commit an offence to pass
the constant obstructions). Members have
been told, on more than one occasion,
that contractors’ vehicles are allowed to
park in the lane.

White van parking lane on Bateman Street
It is time consuming and often fruitless
reporting infringements, but it adds to
the sense that ‘nobody cares’ when the
police don’t know the rules and won’t
accept they are wrong, and even target
law-abiding cyclists. Just what are cyclists
supposed to do to get the rules enforced?
David Earl

Cycle tour
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Down Right Kenya
Peter King, co-director of Outspoken Delivery, organised a six-month unsupported bicycle rally to East Africa to raise awareness and funds
for a school-building charity.
nearly equal numbers of men and women; an age range from 18
to 36; plus a noisy Australian and a quiet American to complete
our cultural breadth. No one had much money, so we begged and
borrowed our way to find some (almost) appropriate kit.

The most difficult and testing
challenges often start life as innocent
suggestions, made in conditions at the
polar extreme to the adventure itself
Done it! Arriving at the Kenyan border.
It seems perverse that the most difficult and testing challenges
often start life merely as innocent suggestions, made in conditions
at the polar extreme to those of the adventure itself. In my case,
I was sipping beer and listening to a discussion between the other
trustees of the small Kenyan-focussed charity I had recently joined.
I was struck by how competent they were and, desperate to find a
niche, hit on a brainwave: that I would choose an activity that no
one else would even want to try! The resulting statement – that
I was thinking of cycling to Kenya – was said with blithe abandon.
But damn them for remembering it in the morning.

We were a eclectic bunch of cyclists,
united only in terms of amateurism
and a general dislike of lycra
Without even considering whether others might be interested,
I returned to the office and breezily repeated my plan; whereupon
one of our cycle couriers, Mark, immediately said that he’d like to
come too. At first amazed, I was less surprised when, five minutes
later, he returned to mutter, ‘err…by the way…where exactly is Kenya?’
Over the next nine months we attracted a total of 11 riders,
an impressive feat considering there aren’t many who can
cycle 10,000 km, take 6 months off work, and raise £5,000 for
the charity on top of funding their own costs. And we were a
correspondingly eclectic bunch of rag-tag cyclists, united only
in terms of amateurism and a general dislike of lycra. There were

And so, in September last year, we converged on Midsummer
Common for a leaving party attended by friends, family and a
smattering of press. There was a successful auction, the obligatory
chest and leg waxing, and at least one fraught mother trying to
squeeze an extra fruitcake into her son’s bursting panniers.
The moment of leaving was particularly comical: as the cameras
rolled and the Kenyan High Commissioner started his countdown
from 10, Mark’s front rack fell off, Keiran’s tyre spontaneously
deflated, and we all realised no one had a map. Luckily we nearly
ran over the cameraman on the way out, so removing the evidence.
continued over page >

The tour was officially started by the Kenyan High Commissioner (centre right) at a leaving party on Midsummer Common in September.
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My first thought, once we had shaken-out into our three teams
and were properly on the road, was how lucky we were to be
doing the journey this way round, from the UK to Kenya.
Amongst us were those who had never put up a tent, never
zipped a sleeping bag, and one who had never left the country.
Therefore it was wonderful to follow the last of autumn’s heat
and myriad colours across Europe, slowly adapting to our bicycles
and the pace of life. I remember a round-the-world cyclist
comparing his ride to a series of day-trips, with camping in between.
‘And I love both day-trips and camping!’ had been his remark.
I liked his attitude, and our legs very quickly grew tougher, and
our backsides became worn to the shape of a Brookes saddle.

Our legs very quickly grew tougher
and our backsides became worn to
the shape of a Brookes saddle
This feeling of preparing ourselves for a tougher challenge, one
that was just around the corner, remained until late in the trip.
The expectation of future hostility was always there, yet the
reality was one of incredible hospitality, especially in countries
such as Syria and Sudan. With the exception of some nights in
Ethiopia, we felt safer abroad than at home. And on the road
we were treated with more consideration by the likes of Turks
and Jordanians (and always a friendly toot) than by overwrought
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Europeans in their fast cars. In Khartoum, a traffic jam rearranged
itself to allow us passage.
There was one country that took perhaps an overly diligent view
of our need to be protected as tourists. The Egyptian police were
so concerned for our safety that we received a vehicle escort for
the length of the country, at one point involving seven cars and
two motorbike outriders. We will never forget the Captain who
rigged up his car’s radio to the external speaker system and
booted out 80’s rock anthems as we cycled along the Nile.
Perhaps it is because we travelled in groups and were unusually
laden with panniers, washing and the day’s food, that we were
generally given plenty of space on the road. Exceptions were
Simon’s ‘Bob’ trailer being removed by a boy-racer as the car lost
control coming round a tight bend; and in Turkey a lift to collect
a replacement tyre ended with the car in a ditch, a squashed
bike and a trip to hospital. 4,000 km by bicycle without incident,
followed by 4 km in a car…and it crashes.
Our daily routine was simple: to rise at dawn, finish at dusk and
try to fit as many meals as possible between the two. In this there
was often heated discussion: could the merits of third breakfast
outweigh the morale of early lunch? In the desert we would
ordinarily take an extended break during the hottest hours, but on
average spent something like eight hours in the saddle. We always
had plenty of sleep, the local food was unfailingly nourishing, and
even sandy tracks, oppressive heat and silly hills rarely dampened
our spirits for long.
Not much beats the ability of a long cycle tour to cover large
distances, yet without missing any of the sights, smells and the

Cycle tour
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The purpose of the ride was to
fundraise for the amazing charity –
HSK – that builds and equips schools
in poor rural areas of Kenya
interaction that brings a country to life. Particularly in poorer
countries, we felt a close affinity with the locals that came from
living in similar conditions: sleeping under the stars, holding few
possessions, and keeping a mind towards the important things
in life – food, health and friendship. And after a trip like that,
although the world may physically have felt smaller, so had our
relative importance within it been correspondingly humbled.
Of course, the purpose of the ride was to fundraise for the
amazing charity, HSK (www.hsk.org.uk), that builds and equips
schools in poor rural areas of Kenya. As such, the cycling was
important as a symbolic journey: delivering funds and best wishes
from the UK directly to the children in Kenya who so desperately
needed the help. To reinforce this point, we stopped wherever
possible en route and gave presentations at local and international
schools – and were then able to talk to the Kenyans about this huge
groundswell of support that we’d collected across Europe and the
Middle East. At the moment we have raised well over our £60,000
target, enough to build and equip a school for 700 pupils.
Peter King
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My way

My way: a Histon to West Cambridge commute
Histon resident Guy Pooley shares his route in the latest instalment of our occasional series of personal cycle journeys.

I live near the middle of Histon, and for
the first mile or so there are two obvious
options: straight down the B1049, or
the parallel route through Histon and
Impington, joining the main road just north
of the A14 junction. The B1049 is none

So what about the ‘scenic’ route, Station
Road/Cambridge Road? Well, that is busy,
too, including HGVs and cars going to the
packaging plant or the Chivers site and lots
of school-time traffic. It boasts a variety
of ‘calming’ measures: raised sections at
junctions, speed cushions and posts stuck
in the roadway to force single-line traffic.
In reality, parked cars do that quite well, and
the posts not infrequently get uprooted by
cars (probably a side-effect of the mediocre
street-lighting). The surface is scrappy
(see the repair work near Poplar Road, for
example), and the HGVs near Chivers Way
don’t help. You do get a splendid view of
the Impington windmill, though.
Once I reach the B1049, I use the
shared-use path up to the dreaded
A14 flyover. Crossing two of the
slip-roads is fine, as there are
traffic lights; the other two are
uncontrolled and you just have
to wait for a clear gap. No
use relying on the drivers to
indicate! One of the
crossing points has the
distinctly unhelpful
‘Cyclists dismount’
notice (we don’t).

Improvements could be made to the
two uncontrolled crossings on the A14
flyover (A) and the ‘wooden post’ style
calming measures through Histon (B).
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Once past here
going south,
there is
the choice
of the wide

E

B

C

A
F

D

Base map from OpenStreetMap licensed CC by SA

For more years than I care to remember,
I have cycled from Histon to Cambridge
University’s West Cambridge site (just south
of Madingley Road, near the Vet School).
I thought that it was time to put down a
few of my observations.

too friendly
for bikes,
so I nearly
always avoid it,
although if I were
coming from the
eastern side I might
not. What is bad
about it? It is busy; the
speed limit is 40 mph until
you get to the bridge, when it
is 60 (or maybe 70, you could
argue: the road is divided on the
bridge). Southbound, there is no cycle
lane until New Road, and there are
(I think) six sets of assorted traffic lights
between Histon Green and the A14.
Northbound, there is a shared-use path
running from Cambridge Road by the A14
over the bridge, then an on-road lane up
to the war memorial; the shared-use path
is much too narrow, especially by the New
Road crossing where it is difficult to cycle
through and the surface is rubbish.

My way
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The good, the bad and the ugly: Impington windmill (C), a truck edging into the cycle lane on Histon Road (D) and poor quality
road surfaces on Histon Road and Station Road, near Poplar Road (E).
(3.5 m!) shared-use path, which would
be wonderful if it did not involve three sets
of lights and labyrinthine fencing at the
King’s Hedges Road junction. I prefer the
red tarmac strip on the main carriageway,
which I believe has a useful effect on
drivers’ awareness of the cyclists’ route.

The red tarmac cycle path leading to
Kings Hedges Road (F) seems to have a
useful effect on drivers’ awareness.
Shame they couldn’t have made the red
stuff a bit smoother, and it still takes some
nerve when you get overtaken by cars on
both sides at once. Then down Histon Road,
which has mandatory cycle lanes both ways
(1 m wide: my handlebar span is 61 cm,
so lots of room there ...). The problem
here is that there isn’t enough road left for
the vehicles, particularly trucks and buses
which have no real option but to edge into

the cycle lane. Can be quite scary. There
are various poor-quality road repairs along
here, as well – a particularly nasty one just
north (on the northbound side) of the
Gilbert Road lights. I’ve tried complaining.
The cycle lane vanishes just before the
Gilbert Road crossing. Soon after that I turn
down Windsor Road, through the absurd
pinch-point (why didn’t they include cycle
by-passes?), via the snicket to Richmond
Road (avoids the severe bumps in Oxford
Road), across Huntingdon Road to Storey’s
Way. More bumps, and a poor surface, here.

Lumps and holes
that give a little bump
to a car driver can be
dangerous to a cyclist
Turn right at the chicane into the spur off
Storey’s Way, along a dreadful bit of (unlit)
track, and on to a good, tarmac, illuminated
path round the back of the Institute of
Astronomy. Full marks for this bit of the route.
Then down the Madingley Rise access road
(dodgy surface again), across Madingley
Road (wide islands make that easier) and
we are there. The West Cambridge site
probably deserves a whole article to itself.

Improvements?
What could be done to make the route
better for cyclists?
• G
 eneral maintenance of the road
surface. Lumps and holes that give
a little bump to the car driver (so fall
outside the list of faults that get
fixed promptly) can be dangerous to
a two-wheeler.
• T he A14 crossing: wouldn’t a cycle
bridge be wonderful?
• T he much-used but very tatty track from
Storey’s Way to the Institute of Astronomy
needs some lights and a proper surface.
I don’t know the legal status (or ownership)
of this track, but the University-owned
path around Astronomy is signed as a
cycle route to Storey’s Way.
• S peed limit on the whole of the B1049,
preferably 30 mph (and 20 on Station
Road/Cambridge Road?).
• O
 ne day the NIAB site between
Histon and Huntingdon Roads will be
developed; I hope it gets a top-quality
cycle route. Currently it is just a footpath,
so cycling is not legal. It would be a
valuable link in a ‘ring-road’.
• R
 emove the wooden posts in the road –
I think they do no good.
Guy Pooley
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CycleNation conference

Manchester CycleNation Spring Conference Report 2009
London Cycling Campaign director Koy Thomson built on Olly’s
opening, explaining that the street is the public realm that we
have allowed to become ruined by the motor car. He also spoke
of cycling ‘style’ and that even though cycling had gone up in
London it was still only 2% of journeys.
The public health emergency that is the growth in obesity was
discussed by Bruce MacDonald of SWT Consultants. He admitted
to not being a cyclist but was enlightened by the general tone of
the conference. His talk was mainly an economic assessment of
the health benefits of cycling. I don’t think I quite followed the
arguments, but he seemed to be saying that each new cyclist
represents a saving of £10,000 to the NHS. This figure had apparently
caused gasps among the high-level decision makers when
presented to a group of government officials the previous day.
Amy Fleuriot brought a flash of colour and bling to a conference
normally dominated by middle-aged and greying white males
wearing lycra. A graduate of the London School of Fashion, she
is an entrepreneur who wants to make cycling more appealing
to girls and women. Feeling the need to defend this position she
went to some lengths to explain that it was nothing new, and that
a magazine called the Lady Cyclist began in the late 1800s and ran
for 20 years.
Juliet Jardine spoke of her work as one of the CTC’s ‘Cycling
Champions’ to promote cycling to schoolgirls and to women of all
ages in her area of Manchester.
Richard George of the ‘Campaign for Better Transport’ warned of
the danger that thousands of small road safety schemes would
be slashed in the impending cuts in the Department for Transport
budget, but that road building schemes would survive. Swiping
at the very idea of a ‘cycling demonstration town’ he asked
us to imagine what it would be like if, for instance, Luton was
nominated to become a ‘driving demonstration town’!

Artistic response to B of the Bang.
Martin Lucas-Smith and I travelled by train to this event, which
is part of the series of conferences held every six months by CTC
and CycleNation (the new name for the Cycle Campaign Network).
We arrived too late to take part in the critical mass ride which
apparently had approximately 300 participants.

In the panel discussion that followed there were many questions
addressing the style theme that Amy had introduced, but she
resisted the temptation to be drawn on whether those attending
the conference needed any fashion advice.
The afternoon session consisted of workshops covering such topics
as ‘Helmets and the Law’, ‘Working with the Media’, ‘Movers
and Shakers’ and our own presentation of the CycleStreets online
mapping system.
There was a lot more networking in the pubs and then in the
South-East Asian restaurant that followed. At times this was quite

After a long session in the pub and a pizza restaurant, our
host guided us through the surprisingly empty streets of central
Manchester to our accommodation. The busiest stretch of this was
the famous ‘Curry Mile’ which was mainly congested with drivers
cruising along the street, which was brightly lit by neon signs
advertising the plethora of food outlets with names like Shere
Khan Halal Indian Cuisine and Urban Spice Halal takeaway.
On Saturday, the conference proper in the Manchester Friends’
Meeting house was packed with over 100 delegates from all over
the UK. Straight away, Greater Manchester Cycling Campaign’s
Honorary Secretary (and former Cambridge Cycling Campaign
member) Olly Glover set the tone of the whole day. He addressed
the question ‘why are we all here?’ saying that ‘the reasons
why we all believe in cycling are so obvious that we just can’t
understand why other people don’t “get it”’. That is why the
theme of the conference was ‘Cycling as a solution’.
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Riding along the Ashton Canal towpath.
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intense, perhaps a bit anoraky, but one of the most useful aspects
of the conference is trading the anecdotes of frustrations and
successes in national campaigning.

Fallowfield Loop, a former railway line now converted to an urban
cycleway. Our guide admitted that it looked attractive at this time of
the year when the foliage grows so quickly that all the litter is hidden.

Sunday’s main event was a cycle tour of Manchester. We rode out
of the city centre to Ancoats which, once the heart of industrial
Manchester, is now a desert of flattened buildings, some awaiting
redevelopment into warehouse-style apartments, and where the
roads are supposed to be shared-space. [There was a critique of
shared space in Newsletter 83. Ed]

Back on Manchester’s main roads, we came to a section of slightly
demarcated 2 m-wide cycle lane, approaching the hybrid cycle lane
concept we have been promoting in Cambridge. Parked right across
it was a car completely blocking the way, its driver protesting she had
to park somewhere despite the empty car parking space right behind.

We rode alongside the Ashton Canal for many miles, through
Openshaw and other districts, until we came to the start of the

Martin (the Campaign’s Co-ordinator) commented that we had certainly
seen cases of good provision and worthy attempts at innovation.
Simon Nuttall

Letters
Guided bus cycleway

Commons gates

On page 20 of the Newsletter for June-July 2009 there is a short
paragraph ‘Concern ...... bus’. This passage dismisses any concerns
about the guide wheels being a hazard for cyclists on the grounds
that they project for only a few centimetres and if one were that
close one’s handlebars would already have collided with the bus.

In the ‘Your streets this month’ section of Newsletter 84,
someone asks ‘Has the last surviving gate onto cycle routes across
the Cambridge commons now gone?’

The problem with this comment is that it assumes that all cycles
are bicycles. It fails to take into account tricycles or even bicycles
with a trailer. I am an octogenarian and get around on a tricycle.
Twice in the past I have had my rear off-side wheel rammed by
another vehicle. By this I mean that on each occasion the other
vehicle came alongside so close that its wheel was flat against my
wheel and locked onto it by the force of friction. Fortunately in
both cases this was in very slowly-moving traffic and I was able to
extricate my cycle before the other vehicle moved forward. Also
I was younger then and could nip off my cycle quickly in order to
deal with the situation before being dragged forward or pushed
over when the traffic started to move again.

Unfortunately not. There’s still a gate (and a very narrow one too)
at the entrance to the riverside area from Granta Place (see below).
Gareth Rees

The driver of a bus cannot see how close his vehicle is to a cyclist
alongside. I am very concerned about the possibility of the projecting
guide wheel coming into contact with my rear off-side wheel.
Hazel Guest

Cambridge cycling chic
I’m writing to fully endorse Matt Polaine after reading his
article on Copenhagenzing Cambridge. I came across the
CopenhagenCycleChic blog some months ago and have been
mulling over it ever since. Why don’t we see many young women/
teenage girls on bikes? Because the standard ‘safety’ wear is so
grungey. Furthermore, as a driver and a cyclist (I cycle the 5 miles
each way to work for 10 months of the year) I am appalled at
the standard of driving around cyclists. I love cycling and
prefer it to any other way of getting around, but I like my Dutch
sit-up-straight bike and I don’t want to wear hideous clothes
although I do wear brightly-coloured jackets on dull days – being
visible is the most important aspect of being safe.
Why isn’t more being done to educate motorists? How about an
online campaign to promote CambridgeCyclingChic? Now that’s a
good use of modern technology without bringing down any more trees.
Sally Guyer
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Campaign Diary
August 2009
Tue 4

8.00pm	Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30pm, and
a chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members).

Thurs 6

5.30pm

 ewsletter 85 review meeting at Carluccio’s, just above the Grand Arcade Cycle Park. Please note
N
the date, time and venue.

Mon 17

from 7pm

Social gathering. Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café, 5-7 Norfolk Street.

Sun 30		Newsletter 86 deadline. Please send copy to Monica Frisch: mfrisch@phonecoop.coop. Members are warmly
invited to write articles (style guidelines available) and should contact the Editor in the first instance.

September 2009
Tue 1

8.00pm	Monthly General Meeting: Cycling Demonstration Town programme and issues.
Mike Davies, Programme Manager for the Cambridge Cycling Demonstration Town, will be speaking on the
programme of schemes and issues arising. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. For details, see 4 August.

Sun 6

8.00pm	Dave Gorman: Sit Down, Pedal, Pedal, Stop And Stand Up, Cambridge Corn Exchange.
See page 15 for details.

Tue 22

7-9pm

Thurs 24 7.30pm
Sun 27

Bicycle Maintenance evening classes (running for 5 weeks) at Parkside. See page 15 for details.
Newsletter stuffing. Baby Milk Action offices, 34 Trumpington Street. Help very much welcomed.

7-9am	British Heart Foundation’s Oxford to Cambridge Cycle Ride.
See page 15 or www.bhf.org.uk/oxcamride for details.

October 2009
Thurs 1

5.30pm

Newsletter 86 review meeting. For details, see 6 August.

Tue 6

8.00pm

Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. For details, see 4 August.

EVERY FRIDAY	LUNCHTIME RIDES, 12.30 pm (weather permitting)
Lunchtime rides of varying speed and length, usually involving a stop at a pub on the way, leaving from
the Stourbridge Common side of Green Dragon Bridge. Open to all who like to ride and talk about
bicycles. Join the ride at your own risk.

Cambridge City Council Committees
Campaign members may be interested to attend Planning Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often include cycling
and walking issues. Joint Development Control Committee meetings, which are determining the Planning Applications relating to
the huge major housing development proposals for the Cambridge sub-region, are also open to the public. Details of venue and
agenda are available about a week beforehand at www.cambridge.gov.uk/public/councillors/comtabl9.htm
AUGUST
Tues 4

10.00 am 	Joint Development
Control Committee

Wed 19

9.30 am

Planning Committee

Thur 20

7.30 pm

West/Central Area Committee

Thur 27

6.30 pm

North Area Committee

Thur 3

7.00 pm

East Area Committee

Wed 16

9.30 am

Planning Committee

Thur 24

7.30 pm

South Area Committee

OCTOBER
Thur 1

10.00 am 	Joint Development
Control Committee

Thur 15

7.30 pm

West/Central Area Committee

Wed 21

9.30 am

Planning Committee

SEPTEMBER
Thur 3
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10.00 am 	Joint Development
Control Committee

Forthcoming events / Photomap

Sit down, pedal, pedal,
stop and stand up
Stand-up comedian Dave Gorman is going back on the road.
And ‘on the road’ is what is meant. Five years after he last toured
the UK he’s embarking on a truly unique stand-up comedy tour.
Dave Gorman: Sit Down, Pedal, Pedal, Stop And Stand Up will
see the intrepid comedian covering the extremes of the British
mainland as he travels from this land’s southernmost point to its
northernmost tip, taking in the most easterly and westerly points
along the way. Dave will be performing each and every night of
the journey and he’s going to do the whole thing on his bike.
The travelling, we mean. Not the gigs. That’d be silly. He’ll be
standing up for those. If he still can. He’s 38 and not especially fit.
1500 miles. 32 days in the saddle. 32 nights on the stage.
The tour starts near Truro on 30th August and finishes up at Lyth
(wherever that is) on 30th September. The Cambridge gig is on
6th September at the Corn Exchange.
There’s more information at www.davegorman.com and a blog
at www.gormano.blogspot.com

Cycle maintenance course
The Parkside Federation is advertising a bike maintenance course
at Parkside starting on Tuesday 22nd September 2009, from 7-9 pm,
and running for five weeks. The cost is £40 (concession price £30).
See www.parkside.webfactional.com/adult-learn-train/
general-courses/bike-maintenance/ for details of how to enrol.
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The British Heart Foundation’s
Oxford to Cambridge Bike Ride
When:

Sunday 27 September 2009

What: 	Long-distance bike ride, linking these two
fine university cities
Start time:

7-9 am

Cost:

£20

Contact:

eastevents@bhf.org.uk

Phone:

0808 100 2109

Web:

www.bhf.org.uk/oxcamride

The 89-mile route starts in the stunning centre of Oxford
and follows quiet roads through the rolling Oxfordshire
and Buckinghamshire countryside to the flatter fenlands of
Cambridgeshire, finishing on Midsummer Common, right in
the heart of Cambridge.
This is a popular and challenging event that the BHF advises
people to train for, so it’s a perfect way for people to get
themselves fit. The event has been growing consistently and
the BHF hope that 2009 will be the biggest yet, with around
1,400 riders!
Every two minutes someone in the UK has a heart
attack and people are still more likely to die of heart and
circulatory disease than any other serious illness, including
cancer. Money raised from the ride will help the nation’s
heart charity continue to fund research into the causes and
treatment of heart disease that can save and improve the
lives of vulnerable men, women and children.

Photomap this month:
editor’s pick
Cycle symbol by the Schwabentor, Freiburg im
Breisgau, Baden-Württemberg, Germany.
A cycle symbol, beautifully executed, in the stone cobbled
surface. Skilled workmanship and respect for cyclists!
Photo by Graham Paul Smith, Urban Design, gpsmith@brookes.ac.uk

This month’s pick from the CycleStreets photomap on our
website. For more cycling-related photos of Cambridge, or to add
your own, visit www.cambridge.cyclestreets.net/photomap
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YOUR STREETS THIS MONTH
Croft Holme Lane signage

Base map from OpenStreetMap licensed CC by SA

For many years there was a ‘Cycle Lane’
sign at Mitcham’s Corner indicating a
cycle lane towards Croft Holme Lane.
Croft Holme Lane is a rather intimidating
stretch of road for cyclists and it has
no cycle lane. Now the sign has been
removed. Instead, an ‘end of route’ sign
has been installed and a new ‘route sign’
put up on the shared-use pavement next
to the stationery store. It has been pointed
out that this sign is facing against the flow
of Croft Holme Lane motorists and that
cyclists can’t normally see it. While the
shared-use pavement is really substandard,
when travelling to Chesterton Road East
and Milton Road it is shorter and avoids
two sharp bends (Croft Holme Lane and
Victoria Road) which cyclists have to
negotiate with buses and lorries (as Maids
Causeway is no longer an exit for HGVs
leaving the city centre). Instead of one
bogus sign we have two legally correct
but useless new signs. Progress in a way ...

The Tins Path
The Tins Path from Brookfields to Cherry
Hinton has reopened after resurfacing.
We have been told that as part of the
Cycling Town programme there are
plans to widen this path to make it more
suitable for combined use by cyclists and
pedestrians. However, this is dependent
upon discussions to determine whether
the path can be widened into the Territorial
Army’s site to the north and/or towards the
lake to the south. If land can be obtained,
then the main scheme to widen the route
will take place next year. The Cycling Town
programme points out that ‘improving

The old sign (left) which directed cyclists
to a non-existent cycle lane has now
been removed, with new signs (above)
directing cyclists to use the shared-use
pavement in front of the stationery store.
it should encourage more people to
commute into Cambridge by bicycle from
Cherry Hinton, and will provide a safer more
pleasant alternative to Coldhams Lane’.
More information about the Cycling
Town initiative can be found at
www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/cycling.

Barton Road
The crossing on Barton Road cycle route
from Lammas Land across Newnham Road
has been ‘refreshed’ and has a smart new
red surface with white markings (below).

Fulbourn Old Drift
Part of Fulbourn Old Drift now has a
beautiful smooth surface but over only
half the problem length. The remainder
is as potholed and crazed as ever and
and the footway, which is in an appalling
state, hasn’t been addressed at all.

Coton footpath
The overgrowth along the Coton footpath
has now been trimmed back. A big thank
you to Cambridgeshire County Council.
We hope that other cycle routes will also
get the maintenance they need ...

Resurfacing has improved the Tins Path, but much of Fulbourn Old Drift is still potholed.
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